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Preamble

This research project was completed by Mobium Group (Mobium) on behalf of the 

Windsurfer Class Association of Australia (WCAA).

All information in this report is strictly commercial in confidence and is copyright 

2022, Mobium and WCAA.

Mobium is a member of The Research Society (TRS), Australia’s peak body for 

professional market and social research. 

All research methodologies, data collection, analysis and reporting outlined in this 

proposal will be conducted in accordance with the TRS Code of Conduct. 

Version: Final

2022 Nationals – Post Event Survey – February 2022
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“Best, most fun windsurfing event 
I've been a part of in 35 years of 

competing. 
The vibe was awesome and new 

friends were made which was great.”
Competitor feedback

2022 Nationals – Post Event Survey – February 2022
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The 44th Windsurfer Class Australian championship was hosted by Parkdale Yacht Club (Victoria) from January 19 (registration and practice day) 

until January 23rd 2022.

Registrations: 112

State Representation: VIC: 64 (57%), NSW: 32 (29%), QLD: 8 (7%), SA: 6 (5%), ACT: 1 (1%), TAS: 1 (1%)

Male: 100 (89%)

Female: 12 (11%)

Open: 90 (80%)

Cruiser: 22 (20%)

Age Range: 14 years – 77 years

18 years or under: 9

Discipline Program

Course Racing: 8 races per division (drop worst 2 results)

Slalom: 1 double elimination series per division

Marathon: 1 long distance race with across the line and divisional scoring

Freestyle (optional) 3-minute trick routine

Social Program

Welcome party: on-site @ PYC  20/1/22

Celebration party: on-site @ PYC  22/1/22

Education Program

Nationals Tune-Up: on-site @ PYC  9/1/22

Champions Q&A: on-site @ PYC  23/1/22

2022 Nationals – Post Event Survey – February 2022

Event Overview
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Overall, the feedback from competitors about the 44th Windsurfer Australian Championship was highly positive and complementary.

The overall 

rating was:

What was liked?
• General vibe, overall event program

• Size of fleet, quality of racing, overall event management, double elimination slalom format

• Camaraderie, social aspects, learning/information sharing 

• Venue with courses close to shore for spectator engagement supported by commentary

What could be improved?
• Better information at briefings, clearer understanding of on-call options – announcements and technology to keep people informed

• How Cruiser division can be best incorporated and enhanced

• Add additional trophies for divisional podiums for slalom and marathon. Presentation speed, format, non-competitive prizes.

Requests for future Events
• Maintain the fun and positive spirit

• Consider best approach to large fleet management, recalls, starting sequences, division orders

• Faster scoring and progressive results available online faster, consider technology solutions such as tracking

• Continue to refine social/meal events to ensure inclusivity, dietary requirements, quality and speed of service are enhanced

2023 (45th) Australian Championships - Queensland
• Traditional timing around Australia Day (26-29 January 2023) most preferred. 

• Strongest support for the Class to explore Sunshine Coast venues in particular Lake Cootharaba.

What will the Windsurfer Class committee do with the information?
• Build the feedback into planning/guidance for future Windsurfer Class events

2022 Nationals – Post Event Survey – February 2022

Summary Findings

Weighted 
Average

8.82 out of 9
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A Post Event questionnaire was co-created by WCAA and Mobium Group in 2018 to gather information from competitors about their experiences at 

major Class events.

Major topic areas include:

• what aspects were liked 

• what areas could be improved

• what should be included at future events

The survey is confidential with no personally identifiable information collected. Data is collected using a secure online survey tool.

The responses are used to help plan future Windsurfer class events and provide direction on Class activities.

The data is also useful to provide feedback to host Clubs and sponsors.

The base survey has been used on numerous occasions since, with small modifications to cater for specific events.  

----

2022 Australian Championships Post Event Survey with EIS

For the 2022 Australian Championships, Mobium Group administered the survey, collected the data, analysed the results and undertook the 

reporting on behalf of the Class.

All those who raced at the event received an invitation to participate in survey which was conducted online. Reminders were sent on two occasions.

A total of 81 competitors undertook the survey (72% of those registered for the event) providing to an excellent representation of the fleet.

2022 Nationals – Post Event Survey – February 2022

Methodology
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Q: Please provide your feedback on the following aspects of Pre-Regatta planning and communication:

n=81

The overall assessment of the Pre-Regatta planning and communication undertaken by the Class in the lead up to the 
event was extremely positive. 

Key aspects including the timing and comprehensiveness of the Notice of Race, and the online entry system received 
strong levels of endorsement. The Notices to Competitors issued in the immediate lead-up to the regatta were seen to 
be relevant and useful.

The vast majority of competitors believed the full entry fees provided good value considering the merchandise and 
social inclusions. (Discounted entry fees for newcomers, Youth and Families were also provided)….

Statement ‘Agree’ + ‘Strongly Agree’ Total Agreement

The Notice of Race (NOR) 
was issued in plenty of time 100%

The NOR contained all the information 
needed about the event 99%

The online entry system 
was easy to use 98%

The full entry fee of $220 (including racing, T-shirt 
and 2x socials/dinners) was good value 97%

The Notices to Competitors 
provided useful information 99%

23% 77%

26% 73%

27% 71%

20% 77%

21% 78%

Pre-Regatta Planning & Communication
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Q: Please provide any feedback, ideas or issues about Pre-Regatta aspects: n=15

Open feedback from sailors provided suggestions for further refinement of the Notice of Race to include more visual 
representations and better explanations for courses and starting sequences.

Some requests such as information about prevailing conditions or local accommodation and amenity were included in 
the 2022 NOR - and should be continued moving forward.

Other aspects such as building sustainability measures into event planning and execution should be considered…

Pre-Regatta Planning & Communication
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“It was an outstanding effort from the Committee and 
Volunteers we were very fortunate to have a Nationals and 
the event was exceptionally high quality.  Was a seamless 

registration process, infact I would say the best I have seen 
for scale of event by a big margin.”

• Beautiful facility, great job making room for 
out of state entrants. very well organized. 

• Entry fee excellent value.  NOR / SI - starting 
sequence explainer. I think the NOR or SIs  
could have contained diagrams / pictures of 
flags and a bit of an explainer on the standard 
sequence for starting and what to do in event 
of a recall.  I know it is in the Racing Rules 
etc...but it would be handy to have this 
included to ensure all are fully aware, not just 
the top quartile.  It could even be good to 
have this prominently displayed on a wall, or 
maybe even make a video and send out to 
people in advance so they get familiar with it 
before the race

• Excellent communications and always with a 
positive tone

• For the Slalom, not sure the NOR indicated 
whether you could be over the line in the last 
minute

• Good communication

• I thought it was excellent the only thing I missed was a 5 
min countdown and I'm sure it was my bad but I thought 
it was a 3 min count down to starts 

• Maybe a portal / info board for interstate travelers re 
club facilities / proximity to the city / local hotels / etc. 
for future regattas.

• NOR could include examples of typical course layout 
(Slalom) and expected prevailing wind. 

• Very good communication to sailor in advance of event

• Was there an area for dietary requirements to be 
stipulated?

• The information about COVID-related travel and 
COVID-safe event was really good.  It was great to 
know we could get a full refund if the event was 
cancelled due to COVID. 

• We have chatted a bit at our place about whether 
it would be possible to make a lower text version 
of the notice of race with more images and visual 
cues to help out readers who don't read as easily in 
English. I know this is a bit of a left field request, 
but it could be handy as a way of encouraging 
younger sailors as well as those who read and write 
at a different level to their peers. 

• Would like in the future to see WCAA promote a 
Nationals regatta that is sustainable. And I am 
happy to do the work with the committee and 
others to achieve this see an example from Sailors 
for the Sea here 
https://sailorsforthesea.org/sites/default/files/dashboard/Step%20by
%20Step%20Clean%20Regatta%20Registration%20Instructions.pdf 

“It would be great if a major sponsor could be secured to 
help subsidise the entry fee cost. Yes the T shirt and 

dinners were great but $220 a big outlay for families.”
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Q: Please provide your feedback on the following aspects of Event Management and Registration:

n=80

Competitors were universal in their assessment that the 2022 Nationals was conducted in a highly positive manner with 
a strong sense of inclusion for all.  

Competitors considered the registration process for the regatta to be well managed. 

There was strong agreement that including the social events in the entry fee is preferred and that the event 
merchandise was generally well liked.

Engaging professional media coverage for video/drone and photography of the event was seen as strong value-add...

Statement ‘Agree’ + ‘Strongly Agree’ Total Agreement

The event had a positive feeling 99%

I felt welcome and included at the event 99%

On-site registration was easy 96%

I liked the regatta merchandise 
(event lanyard/credential & t-shirt) 

received as part of registration
97%

It was good that Socials with dinners 
were included in the registration fee 97%

It was good having professional 
photos/video/drone footage taken 99%

8% 91%

9% 90%

8% 88%

24% 73%

14% 85%

Event Management & Registration
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18% 79%



Q: Please provide any feedback, ideas or issues about Event Management and Registration: n=18

Improvement suggestions included enhanced design and style variations for t-shirts/merchandise, better 
communication of social event timings and styles and changing the composition of photos/drone.

Some competitors provided examples of their positive experiences at the event…

Event Management & Registration
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“It was an outstanding effort from the Committee 
and Volunteers we were very fortunate to have a 
Nationals and the event was exceptionally high 

quality.  Was a seamless registration process, infact 
I would say the best I have seen for scale of event 

by a big margin.”

• Again, exceptional delivery.  
• All excellent and a very successful model is 

now established.
• Briefings should include the course diagram
• Excellent 
• Great vibe from beginning to end.  Felt 

included and part of something great.
• I don’t know how Nic bez remembers 

everyone he is a machine !
• It was a top-notch event, really well organised 

and delivered by tremendous people form the 
association and Parkdale. Well done!

• Was exceptional.
• The regatta tshirt is great, though one year we 

might perhaps do a bucket hat instead. 
• Just a thought -option for Tshirts with lower v 

necks for females would be good ( standard 
Tshirt not flattering )

• Poor tshirt option, everything else brilliant

• Drone and photo could have been close to the 
action. Often too far away. The vision from the 
worlds last time in Italy and recent events in 
Europe are a good example of great work. 

• PA announcements could have been louder to 
ensure no briefings missed

• The lanyard seemed a little unnecessary. Is there 
an option to recycle them? 

• The photos and video footage are just awesome, 
and it's so great to have a professional record of 
the event.  Love it!

• Live results would be welcomed

“The socials were great, but I thought the details of 
each event could have been better communicated 
prior to each event. At times I was not sure of when 
or exactly what was happening.”



Racing & On Water



Q: Please provide your feedback on the following aspects of Racing and On Water:

n=80

The overall quality of race management conducted by Parkdale Yacht Club at the 2022 Australian Championships was 
viewed very positively by competitors.

The vast majority strongly supported the notion of ‘on call’ scheduling and thought that the racing conduct and course 
lengths were appropriate. Targeting 10 course races with two drops remains as a desired benchmark. 

Briefings were generally seen to provide adequate information…

Statement ‘Agree’ + ‘Strongly Agree’ Total Agreement

Having the event 'on call' to allow flexibility 
in scheduling is appropriate 96%

The daily briefing(s) provided enough information 95%

The race management was appropriate 98%

The course length / overall duration 
of races was appropriate 99%

A target of 10 course races 
in a 4 day event is appropriate 96%

Having two discards ('drops') in the scoring once 
8 course races is reached is appropriate 98%

16% 80%

34% 61%

25% 73%

27% 72%

22% 76%

Racing & On Water
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32% 63%



Q: Please provide any feedback, ideas or issues about Racing & On Water: n=18

Competitors provided a variety of compliments, as well as suggestions to enhance the on-water experience.

From a PYC perspective increased ‘volume’ of the start signal and refinement of the Sailor App sign on/off process were 
some of the aspects cited as opportunities.

Considerations put forward from an event planning point of view included extending the event to 5 days, shorter start 
sequences and timeliness of briefings…

Racing & On Water
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“The race management for such a big fleet was awesome.   Having 
bibs to identify the divisions is a good touch  Only thing i can think of 

was the hooter was pretty hard to hear on day 1.”

• Ability to join in part was very inclusive 
• As a new competitor, I did find it difficult to find out what was 

happening each day. However, there was plenty of friendly and 
helpful people around to help...

• Excellent race committee
• I don't believe we needed to have 10 course races, I don't think 

there was enough time to get another two races done. The Race 
management with regards to sending the HW&SHW+ cruisers off 
first was a great idea this kept the waiting time between races to 
a minimum.

• I reckon there was a bit too much sitting around. Have a close 
look at the next day’s wind forecast then set times for races 
would be better. 

• Length of start lines was great, but the pin end needs to be 
moved as appropriate for each race to be as unbiased as 
possible.

• Maybe add a 5th day to extend the event a little?
• MUST go with 3 (not 5) minute start sequence for course racing, particularly to avoid 

waste after general recall. 
• Not in class rules but the marathon should be extended to say 3.5-4hrs.  Also slalom and 

marathon by division in mens should have individual medals. It was only cruiser, women 
and men (marathon).

• Outstanding Race Management.  My only issue is that the signal was faint and couldn't be 
heard on the first day.  For such a large event this was not ideal and in future should be 
tested.

• Think the log on and log off the water on the Sailor App was not as clear as it could have 
been.  (On one of the days, I thought I had logged on to the afternoon session, but the 
morning session was still active. I was then on the water before the afternoon session 
commenced- so missed logging on- the race  committee were understanding of this 
explanation- and it was sorted out- so all good in the end.)

“Please don’t take this the wrong way, I believe if a briefing is scheduled for a certain time 
in the notice of race it would be great to be adhered to. 

I understand the enormous volunteer work and organisation, running around etc which 
takes place and very much appreciated however, if you are a competitor staying at 
distance from the race venue it resembles making it to a doctors/specialist appointment 
and they are running an hour late.”



Q: Please provide your feedback on the following aspects of Racing & On Water:

n=78

There is overwhelming support to continue with the Cruiser division and Q&A sessions at future Nationals.

Whilst the Freestyle is acknowledged as an important and vibrant part of the Class, less than 1 in 5 competitors 
believed it should count as part of the overall scoring.

When it comes to the Slalom, there is almost universal agreement that ‘double elimination’ is the best format.
Many believe that some level of on-water arbitration/judging should be adopted to manage infringements…

Statement ‘Agree’ + ‘Strongly Agree’ Total Agreement

There should be on water judge to manage 
infringements in the slalom 63%

Having a double elimination (2nd chance) in the 
slalom is appropriate 97%

The Freestyle should count towards overall 
(pentathlon) scores in future events 17%

I think the Cruiser division is a good idea 
and should be retained 100%

The Q&A session with the division champions was 
useful and should be retained 96%

43% 20%

35% 62%

6% 11%

26% 73%

13% 83%

Racing & On Water
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Q: Please provide any feedback, ideas or issues about Racing & On Water: n=26

A variety of suggestions/comments put forward for consideration to enhance the on-water experience.

Specific ideas for slalom, freestyle and cruisers were included.

The Q&A session was endorsed but could have been more structured and better planned according to some…

Racing & On Water
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Slalom
• Roving judge to watch top and gybe mark rounding's for rule infringements 
• Slalom was best format yet - 6 races to decide winner - excellent
• The slalom judge is a tough one as you might end up with some arguments 

- I think let the sailors sort it out 
• Slalom on-water infringements processes/rules/systems need a rethink.   

Also in slalom, having radio contact between boat and commentators 
would be helpful, as long as the commentators respect the RO's 
time/availability.

Freestyle
• Freestyle is difficult for old blokes like me but happy for it to be included 

overall as it’s a lot of fun for spectators
• I would like the freestyle to count to pentathlon but if it does it will be very 

difficult to complete the regatta in 4 days. 
• If freestyle is in pentathlon over 50 competitors likely ,so it will take 4or 5 

hours to run (too long -wind rarely stays same that long  and it will put strain 
on completing racing)

• Freestyle is still a super-fun component, even if its not part of the pentathlon. 
It's great to see people still wanting to do freestyle even though it doesn't 
count towards overall scores. 

• I feel Freestyle should be included in Pentathlon the standard was excellent, 
entertaining to competitors and the public as well as enhancing board 
handling.

• The Lt hull is a lot more difficult to do freestyle on, so therefore freestyle 
shouldn't count towards Pentathlon. 

• Freestyle should be optional and stand-alone event. 

“The problem at the slalom was that leaders on the first leg were 
often penalised by late arriving port trackers. 

I would suggest you look to include a buoy 4 lengths downwind 
of the windward mark which you are not allowed to pass 

between this prevents illegal port entry at the mark and is fairer 
to the right of way boards.  

This is used at some large boat races 
and may also be appropriate during the course racing.”



Racing & On Water
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Cruiser
• Cruiser division could be split into two groups Novices and Open Cruiser 

giving Newer Windsurfers to complete against other Regatta newbies and 
Experienced Windsurfers race others wishing to take the shorter course.

• Cruiser division - there might need to be some discrimination of who 
qualifies for this div, there were some very experienced/fast sailors in it)

• The cruiser division might benefit from having a designated 
coach/helper/guide who can give extra briefings and assistance (what to if 
someone infringes you; is your boom set to the right length, lead them 
around the slalom course in practice time, explain scoring, check gaskets 
etc.)

• It would be nice to see more cruiser events, for example a tour day in a new 
area with the gurus assisting along the way.  No racing at all.  I did quite a 
few of these in the 80s on the Gold Coast. And have done a few there 
recently with my cruises I am giving lessons to.  This will also expose the 
class to new markets. 

• Cruisers is excellent we need to encourage people who are new to the class, 
racing or just out for enjoyment to participate, they may also have family 
members competing. 

• Suggest consideration be given to inner top mark for Cruisers if at all 
possible

• The cruiser class should start last so they are not impeding others sailors in 
faster classes,  continually got in the way in particular the gybe mark when 
MW, LW and ladies caught them up after starting  later.

• There were some very experienced sailors in the cruiser class which didn't 
seem fair. Makes it almost impossible for new sailors to win.

• Love cruiser division - definitely a class builder. Suggest adding a one day 
cruiser registration for hesitant newbies. And/or suggest an onwater 
spectator viewing area for newbies. And/or charter a big boat for onwater 
spectators for slalom (eg stadium sailing). Also need to create a high 
resolution video of a slalom final to add to YouTube. Useful for promoting 
class, conveying excitement and  showing race officers what we are looking 
for/what they need to do. 

Q&A Session / Info sharing
• QA session is a good idea. Should be in the notice of race and planned to 

ensure maximum attendance and benefit.
• Loved the training-learning sessions! 
• Huge props for the race management and format, Q&A session
• The Q & A session should be in a better spot, for easier communication.   It 

was an excellent idea and many people said they enjoyed it.
• This LT group is fantastic in they way talented sailors share their knowledge



Social & Presentation



Q: Please provide your feedback on the following aspects of Social and Presentation:

n=78

Even though some aspects of the planned social program were not delivered (eg. no live music, changed format to 
deliver social distancing), competitors generally  said that they enjoyed the Welcome dinner (incorporating the Class 
update) and the Celebration Party.

Resident DJ (Peter Jones) was first incorporated into the 2018 event and continues to receive strong support for the 
atmosphere having professional music provides.

The views about the presentation event is positive but with lower overall levels of support. 
Further insight into potential ways to enhance the presentation format are provided in the open comments that follow...

Statement ‘Agree’ + ‘Strongly Agree’ Total Agreement

The social events (Welcome and Celebration Party) 
were fun 91%

Having a DJ to provide music and commentary 
added positively to the event 94%

The presentation event was fun 86%

It seemed like there was a good amount of prizes 
across all categories 90%

19% 75%

20% 71%

27% 63%

Social & Presentation
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35% 61%



Q: Please provide any feedback, ideas or issues about Socials & Presentation: n=26

Feedback about the social aspects showed that there remains opportunities to improve certain aspects. 

Suggestions for refinement of social/meal events included making sure the included social formats ensure inclusivity, 
that dietary requirements were catered for, and that the food quality and speed of service is enhanced…

Socials
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Socials
• The DJ, commentary & music was great for the event :) 
• More free beer..
• Commentary was great. Female commentator in particular was excellent and would have helped people on the beach understand what was happening in the slalom. 

But Justin was great too. 
• Jonesy as resident DJ was awesome.  Book him for 2023.

• DJ excellent !
• Great fun, thanks!
• The social felt a bit scary covid wise, as not many people had masks on - but that's possibly just me and was easily fixed by eating on the lovely balcony.
• The Saturday dinner was too slow - I went home. I missed the first two days because of required isolation, unfortunately.

“It will be even better in future without Covid restrictions.  
The Organising Committee managed it very well under the circumstances.  Always a fun and welcoming vibe.”

“The regatta was great - very well organised. 
My only suggestion for improvement is that the main dinner on Saturday evening was not of a good standards. We had to wait 
hours for the food (pizzas) and the quality was very poor. I brought two guest tickets and was a bit embarrassed for my guests. 
Definitely not worth $25 a head. 
I would have been happy to pay more for something that was edible. Otherwise a fantastic regatta - well done.”



Q: Please provide any feedback, ideas or issues about Socials & Presentation: n=26

Those who gave feedback about the presentations underline the balancing act between celebrating achievement 
across all divisions/disciplines, and the consequent length of the time the presentation takes.

Some believed recognition of achievement and not just results could be better handled, whilst others provided ideas to 
speed up the presentation process…

Presentation
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Presentation
• Anything that keeps numbers up and the sense of 

community is good. If trophies help then happy to 
have a longer presentation. Trophies/ awards raffles 
that promote community outside of racing are a good 
thing and perhaps more interesting. eg windsurfer 
spirit, helper of the year/ event, biggest f u in series, 
encouragement. rookie etc   

• Can always use more prizes. Big effort was made to 
support all sponsors to make it worthwhile. 

• Consider offering some random prizes.  The formal 
presentation was a bit too long. Not sure how to 
shorten it. Maybe do some presentations (freestyle 
and slalom) on the Saturday evening dinner.

• Could add RO prizes for other things - most improved, 
best gybe, best stack, mid fleet, best laugh, big splash, 
I dunno. Could be anything.  Kids classes do this well. 

• I can't remember if we formally recognised the top 
ancient mariner with a prize?  Steve N would have 
been devo if he had attended and didn't get a prize. 

• I had great fun, but coming mid fleet in the light 
weights was below my goal and was a bit 
disappointing. Coming 3rd in the Legend category and 
receiving a medal salvaged my regatta and has me 
motivated to keep going despite being a 66 year old 
competing against teenagers. 

• Great amount of prizes that float through all divisions so 
non podium finish sailors have the opportunity to win 
something. The speed of presentation was well managed.

• I loved the follow up with results after the event. TBH my 
young person rarely looked at them during the event - he 
wasn't that worried about results and was more 
interested in hanging out and having fun, and doing his 
best in the racing. Might be interesting to have a bit of a 
Q and A about the history of the class and worlds etc at 
the presentation? I liked that there weren't lots of over 
the top, excessive prizes like we've seen at some kids 
sailing events in the past. One thing we've seen done 
before was to have a certificate with a photo of the sailor 
and the name and year of the event and their results as a 
keepsake. I also liked that there was a focus on inclusion, 
gender equity and careful and respectful use of language 
during commentary and at the presentation. 

• It's always difficult with so many prizes/categories etc. 
Cant think of any way of speeding it up :) 

• Presentation needs to be fast paced and well 
choreographed. The prizes awarded were appropriate I 
would not add more or less. 

• State Winners need a Cup!
• The presentation was rather long. I left half way, partly 

due to the covid risk. 

“The problem is always that travelling 
people want to get away early at the end 

of the regatta (so you have to accept a 
few no shows which dampens the mood ) 

so from my experience, the shorter the 
better - but trophies for more people is a 

great way to get youth and casual 
members engaged for future 

membership.  

Maybe slalom and freestyle could be 
done on the mornings on the beach at 

briefing to shorten the final 
presentation?”

“I would suggest some random prize 
draws or daily awards so by the end of 
the regatta every sailor gets something. 
Under the current system only a small 
number of the elite competitors get a 
large amount of prizes”



The presentation format and trophies awarded has followed a traditional pattern.

Some sailors think the presentation is too long and already too many prizes are awarded.

Others believe that all divisions should have awards for each discipline (course/marathon/slalom).

What do you think?

Q: Would you support adding divisional trophies for slalom and marathon?

n=78

The majority of sailors believe that the Class should increase the number of trophies awarded at National to include 
divisional winners for slalom and marathon in addition to course racing.

Ideas to improve the timeliness of the presentation were also provided…

Feedback on adding extra Divisional Trophies
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49%

31%

20%

• Could do but probably not that worried either way. 
• Don't have an opinion on this one, there seemed to be enough 

trophies, I was happy, everyone else seemed to be as well. 
• Gives a chance for many sailors to receive bragging rights that 

the traditional format does not allow and increases 
engagement opportunities 

• I support weight divisions it encourages everyone to do their 
best even if conditions are to their disadvantage, thus pushing 
the fleet.  However, for something like the Marathon there 
should always be the overall medals for top places, it adds to 
the appeal.  Overall winners for slalom would be good, time 
permitting. 

• I think current format has the right balance. However the 
presentation could be split so a bit is presented each day. 
Once each discipline is finished you could present awards that 
afternoon / night. Then give overall awards at the final nights 
presentation.

• I think prizes that somehow recognise each sailor being the 
best they can be might be good (see also fun prizes above). 
Need to ensure placings aren't the only things we recognise 
and celebrate. 

• Sorry on the fence, I can see both sides of the argument
• That would be ok, just means the presentation would be an all 

day event on its own.   As an idea the division events could be 
awarded at the conclusion of the racing day.

• It's tricky, but I felt the divisional place winners (in marathon particularly) 
missed out on recognition, and that's especially going to be the case if the 
wind conditions strongly favour either very light or very heavy sailors. On the 
other hand, the time taken to present can really blow out.   Perhaps for the 
'minor' prizes like divisional marathon, you could call out all 12 men’s names 
at the same time, instead of one by one.  Have them all come up at once, all 
line up together and have four people putting medals around necks.  then 
one big photo.  That would both recognise the winners and not add too 
much time to the preso.  The other alternative is to call up one person and 
read out all their achievements, like was sometimes done back in the old 
days.  I don't like this way, as it would remove the podium poses, hugs and 
pics which are a lovely part of the current preso.  

• More trophies would make more people chuffed. But I’m there for the fun, 
Call me the tailgunna. I’ll start last and see if I’m gunna pass peps and have a 
chat on the way :-)  No pressure or anxiety to win/place then :-)

• The event had so many trophies. All good. 
• There were lots of prizes. It’d be nice to see some diverse (non competitive) 

awards.
• Whatever gives a variety of people a chance to get an award (if that’s 

possible) Age and weight divisions in marathon probably worth doing. But 
wouldn’t want presentations to be any longer.

• Yes but only if possible present them on the day that the Slalom was finished 
.(eg Saturday night) so that presentation is not to long.

• You should do presentation Euro Style - announce the 3 placegetters in each 
event at the same time - this reduces the individual applause to all three at 
the one time - maybe it allows you more time for other trophies - it is also 
alot more efficient - happy for slalom and marathon placegetters by division 
but not a necessity



Overall Event Experience



Q: Considering all aspects of your experience (racing, social, etc) at the 2022 Nationals, how would you rate the event:
(select a rating from 1 – Extremely Disappointing to 9 – Excellent)

n=73

Sailors who attended the 2022 Australian Championships were overwhelmingly positive in their assessment.

When asked to rate the overall experience at from ‘1 - extremely disappointing’ to ‘9 - excellent’, 97% of competitors 
scored it as an 8 or 9, with 85% rating it as an ‘excellent’ regatta.

As a weighted average of all responses received - this equated to 8.82 out of 9.
Converting to a scale out of 100 – with 100 being a perfect score, the 44th Nationals rated as 98…

Overall Event Experience
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Q: Considering all aspects of your experience (racing, social, etc) at the 2022 Nationals, how would you describe the event: n=60

The 2022 Nationals generated highly positive emotions for most competitors.

There was widespread appreciation and praise for the event – on water and on the land.

The contributions of the host club, volunteers and sponsors, in concert with the Class focus on fair racing and social 
fun, led many to state that the regatta was amongst the ‘best they have ever attended”.

Overall Event Experience
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• A feel good, relaxed regatta with lots of very nice people (Competitors and volunteers) who were engaged in the event.  
• A dream event. Could not have gone better
• A fun interactive well run event - thoroughly enjoyed my time at Parkdale. Looking forward to the next one 
• A hoot
• a lot of fun  very social
• A really fun event both on and off the water  I make this my annual holiday and my non sailing partner really enjoyed everything too
• A really well-organised event. 
• A well organised event with a wonderful balance of competition and fun.
• Absolutely amazing !
• Absolutely terrific and it has encouraged me to travel to the world titles in Italy !    
• An exemplar for the sailing world!
• Another awesome regatta with camaraderie second to no other class 
• Awesome
• Awesome, easily best 4days of the year
• Big effort by all. Really well run by a knowledgeable enthusiastic team. Well done guys & girls. 
• Brilliantly Run, great fun, good racing, great on water management.
• Colorful social and competitive 2022 Nationals had something for everyone to enjoy. 
• Could not of asked for a better regatta show casing newly constructed yacht club

“I absolutely loved it, think it is probably my most fave nationals ever.  

Fab RO, fab volunteers, amaaaaazingly good rolls from the canteen, 
great weather, great vibes, fantastic standard of sailing....   Board 

storage was sensational, club facilities very good.

It was fab having the bar well-staffed and well-stocked, especially for 
so long on Saturday night.” 

“The event was so well organised. 
Honestly, I've been to hundreds of sailing and windsurfing regattas over the years and this is at the top for friendliness, fun and great sailing. 
Well done to the Class and Parkdale”
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• During covid times it was extraordinary that the event was able to be organised and run so well. Fantastic effort all round! Loads of volunteers, terrific set of photos, 
affordable event with lots of great support for youth and junior sailors, readily accessible mentors who stopped by and checked how things were going, good on water 
management and race organisation.

• Excellent 
• Excellent- best ever 
• Excellent event, given the concerns over covid. I was disappointed to miss two days.
• Fantastic 
• Fantastic regatta in all aspects. PYC and all organisers should be thrilled with the result. Well done to everyone
• Fantastic.
• Fun, inclusive, challenging
• Fundamentally FUN with the racing added in. Great to connect with everyone from all division and states in a relaxed atmosphere. Race committee and organisers did 

an outstanding job. They need to delegate tasks to those that are willing such that the workload is shared - eg set up marques, flags, barriers, putting inflatable boats 
away. All easy tasks that able and willing competitors happy to do - just need to be nudged - reduces the burden on the organisers

• Great coverage in every discipline to cater for all abilities and competitiveness.
• Great on-water organisation, great weather, great event
• Great racing, socials and friendly 
• Great standard of racing. Good socially. Excellent location
• Great thanks
• Great time at the club both day and night, didn't need to go anywhere else.
• Huge fun, great racing, great people across the class, awesome weather helped a lot, great catering & bar. Awesome new PYC facility & team!
• It was a well organised, inclusive, fun event.

“One of the best organised regattas  as I have attended. 
Well organised friendly efficient and so much fun. Didn't matter what standard you sail at everyone was full of tips ideas and constructive criticism- a great 

environment to be in.   The social event was a highlight. Course racing well organised and enjoyable.   The workshop was also helpful.  Everyone was very helpful and 
hospitable. I will definitely come back - a fun regatta and everyone was lovely.  Maybe a few more options for gluten free,  vegan but what was provided was 

unexpected and well received by most.  Well done Parkdale especially in view of the current climate” 

“With the co-operation of Mother Nature, this was the most well organised and fun event I have participated in. From super competitive racing on water to the 
chilled and friendly vibe off water, the organising committee, PYC and all of the amazing volunteers were fantastic in providing an unforgettable 4 days.”

“It is my first year racing at the Nationals, and I 
had a great time.  
The races were well organised, and the food, 
beer and DJ was awesome.  Looking forward to 
the next nationals.”
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• It will be hard to top - the club was a great venue, the social events were a lot of fun, on water it was good to get back
• Superb event.  Couldn't have gone smoother from my perspective.
• The 2022 Windsurfer Nationals were a great event to attend as an interstate sailor.    I would be keen to race at Parkdale again anytime.
• The BEST regatta I've attended in 20 years!
• The best Regatta we have ever experienced (Aust and OS) and under challenging circumstances.  Well done!!! 
• The easiest, most fun, best social environment and most competitive nationals I've ever been involved in. 

“Outstanding organisation and execution.  

Honesty l have no idea how Nick & Paul can race at a high 
level and do all the work they do.  

Huge hats off to everyone involved - Parkdale just 
delivered the best event I've ever been to.”

• The regatta was fantastic very well run Thank you to all involved 
• Very well organised and great fun.
• Very well run by a very committed club. Loved seeing all the youth helping at the canteen and getting support boats out. Awesome.
• We were lucky with the weather but amongst one of the best I have attended 
• Well organised and lots of fun.
• Well organized and excellent effort from all volunteers particularly on water team.
• Well planned,  Well run,  Extremely fun,  Very sociable.
• Well run event, except for the cruisers impeding the lighter weight divisions.

“Without doubt the best regatta I’ve ever been to and I’ve 
been attending regattas for the past 50 years. ”



Q: Please indicate up to three things that you really enjoyed about the Nationals: n=68

Competitors were highly complimentary of the overall event execution and delivery, as well as the general ‘vibe’.

Highlights included the size of fleet, quality of racing, overall event management and the double elimination slalom 
format. Being able to set courses close to shore for spectator engagement supported by commentary was also a 
standout for many.

Off the water the camaraderie, social aspects & learning/information sharing was much appreciated… 

Best Aspects
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Event Management
• 4 days with compressed events 

has little impact on family time 
in holiday period. 

• 4 x days of nothing but 
windsurfing

• Excellent event management 
from the start to finish 

• Excellently run
• Good organisation
• Great crew running it
• Great quality of the organisation
• Relaxed yet ran so smoothly -

the volunteers and race team 
were exceptional.

• The methodological 
management and professional 
demeanor of the race 
organisers.

• The contributions from all the 
volunteers to make the event as 
well run as it was

Briefing / Communication / 
Commentary
• Briefing and information given 

before racing
• Commentary upstairs worked well 

especially during events like the 
slalom and freestyle, with lots of 
detail and care taken to make sure 
it was always appropriate (which is 
a very tricky balance to get right!). 

• Communication and organisation 
of the event was fantastic

• Freestyle/Slalom commentary.  
(Even my 80 year old parents were 
loving it.)

• Quality of the announcing
• Having World champ and division 

leaders provide Q and A session
• Learning off experienced sailors 
• Listening to sailing tips
• Photos 
• Really enjoyed the Q&A.  Learned 

some things I wasn't expecting.

Facilities / Venue
• Being able to keep the board and 

rig at the club during the event
• Ease of rigging area/board storage.
• Club facilities 
• club deck
• Excellent  facilities 
• Great Sailing Club Facility at 

Parkdale, with secure storage.
• Facilities 
• Facilities and people from PYC
• Facilities, management, weather
• Feeling very welcome at the club 
• Good surrounding accommodation, 

eating etc 
• Great club and venue
• Great location and club facilities -

excellent weather 
• Great venue 
• Great venue.
• Great venue.  Racing close to shore.  

Great for spectators to follow along 
easily

• Great weather and wind
• Location/Venue
• Location
• Location
• Location
• Location - weather was great.
• Parkdale YC
• The Club and it's volunteers, race 

committee.
• The Club facilities
• The new club house 
• The location
• The location
• The venue superb 
• The venue was fantastic
• Venue 
• Venue 

“Mum was able to come and watch 
from a safe, shaded and accessible 
place - first time she's watched her 
grandson sailing!”
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On Water
• Big fleet
• Big fleet- great competitors and good 

sportsmanship
• Colored vests to distinguish divisions 
• Course racing intensity
• Cruiser division was fun
• Competition
• Competition 
• Course racing intensity
• Cruiser division was fun
• great racing
• Great racing
• Great sailing and competition 
• Right amount of sailing over 4 days
• Condition range
• Close tactical racing with minimum 

fuss
• Flexibility with events/wind
• good race management
• Great on water management
• Having such a big fleet
• Knowledge of officials 
• Large numbers of competitors
• Large numbers on the start line
• Mix of events
• Mix of racing formats
• Multi disciplined events
• On-water organisation of highest 

order
• Organisation on water
• Organisation of races
• Organisational skill of club
• Participation numbers

• Professional approach to sailing 
events

• Proximity to the course
• Quality of racing 
• Racing close to the beach (eg 

slalom) was great for family 
members watching on.

• Racing, learned a lot (am a new-to-
class in cruiser div), challenging

• Slalom event as a participant and as 
a spectator

• Slalom format was far better than 
previous versions

• Slalom Racing
• Standard of competition
• The high calibre of competition
• The on water management was 

excellent
• The racing
• The racing
• the racing 
• The sailing 
• The slalom day, really exciting and 

loved the balcony, commentary and 
beer (once eliminated)

• Top quality racing 
• volunteers and race committee 

were top notch and super-helpful
• Volunteers/race officials 
• Weather
• Weather
• Weather and wind 
• Weather and wind perfect
• Windy races

Social / Vibe / Friendship / Feeling
• Comradery between competitors
• Camaraderie
• Being part of a very fun group of 

sailors
• Atmosphere
• Atmosphere
• Atmosphere 
• Camaraderie between the 

competitions 
• Camaraderie of participants
• Camaraderie
• Catching up with friends. 
• Catching up with old friends and 

making new ones
• Catching up with old mates
• Everyone was friendly 
• Everyone was friendly and helpful. 
• Family. This helped bring young kids
• Friendliness and camaraderie 
• Friendliness and catering
• friendliness and camaraderie
• Friendliness and meeting other sailors 

- community
• Friendly and fun focused
• Friendly people.
• Friendly vibe
• Friendly vibe
• Fun & relaxed 
• Fun, fun, fun and easy from start to 

finish

• Getting together with fellow 
windsurfers

• Dancing
• Dinners
• DJ
• DJ / MC
• Great socials, food, drinks available 
• Great to stay back and have a few 

beers at the club.
• Inclusive and fun environment
• Interaction between states
• Keeping it all simple - not having to go 

overboard to provide extra work for 
organisers

• Ken Williamson's Konga Line!
• maintaining the class as a fun class 

with still a serious side added.
• music, bar, social events, dinners and 

lunches were great
• nightly social gatherings
• Quality of included meals
• Sat night
• Relaxed atmosphere
• Sense of inclusion - not perfect but 

very, very good. 
• Social
• Social 
• Social and friendly community 
• Social aspect
• Social catch-up 

“Inclusive culture and positive energy vibe about the whole event”
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Social / Vibe / Friendship / Feeling (continued)
• Social DJ great music and lots of fun
• Social events
• Social events & friendliness of everyone
• Socialising 
• Socials
• Super friendly event 
• super-friendly, relaxed crowd on shore, nice and competitive and professional on-water
• The atmosphere, vibe
• The DJ and the weather 
• The event flowed 
• The feeling of our group together 
• The friendly welcome 
• The friendly welcoming of the PYC and Volunteers 
• The meals
• The club officials and members extremely welcoming 
• The social aspect
• The social events
• The Vibe
• The vibe of the event
• The Windsurfing community
• Very welcoming atmosphere without too much focus on alcohol after the event which made it teen friendly



Q: Please indicate up to three things that you believe could be improved for the next Nationals: n=54

A wide variety of suggestions were put forward to enhance events in the future.

These included:
• better information at briefings & clearer understanding of on-call options
• review of the approach to large fleet management including Cruisers, recalls, starting sequences and division orders
• faster scoring and consideration of technology solutions such as fleet tracking
• consideration of amenities at host venues such as grass rigging and overnight storage
• refined delivery of social events

Improvement Ideas
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Event Management
• 2 days during the work week is a real hassle. 3 

day event is probably more appropriate for 
most people with regular jobs. 

• Audio and location of the 'learn from the good 
guys' session was not very good, it was hard to 
hear and limited shade

• V neck Tshirts for females
• Extend to 5 days rather than 4
• Fussy but...option to have a polo not a T Shirt 

and perhaps just a small logo on the front as I 
would wear it more places ( better promotion) 

• Lessons for partners?
• Make it a 5 day event?
• Massage tent
• On line Photos of individuals with sail number 

so everyone can get to know each other faster 
• On site physio
• I'd like a place on our sails where we could have 

a small club logo/burgee to signify where we sail 
from.

Briefing / Communication / Results
• Better tracking and reporting of results. They were hard to locate.
• Briefing over a loud speaker
• Briefings were in a public thoroughfare, maybe assign a more "private" area??
• Debriefing after each day
• Delay the briefing time a little 
• GPS trackers for boards. Possibility to review races/top speeds 
• Live results
• Maybe use tacktracker.com on the class leaders. great visual display on the race and useful to see what the 

winners are doing
• More info around the club you can read on a daily basis
• Outline next day program by 4pm day before 
• Results could be made a bit easier to find online during the event
• Results linked online or posted on electronic screen at end of day to help get a sense for where you're at
• Scoring regarding DNF/DNC. Seems unfair that someone missing a time-limit but completing the course 

receives the same score as someone that is sitting in the bar
• Targeted conversations with under-represented groups (women, youth, non-anglo) to find out what works for 

them. 
• The initial race results presentation wasn't as good as it could have been
• The results for course racing top three in each division should be featured in the video  ie Paul Ivshenko and 

the second and third places were lost in fine print

“Closer to real time 
posting of results & 

event recordings 
(photos/videos).”
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Events / Social / Commentary / Presentation
• Beach side commentary during the course racing as per the slalom 

commentary which was great.
• Dietary options- more gluten free dairy free or vegan options
• I loved the commentary, but may need to be careful with a few 

comments (potential put downs).. its a very fine line
• Presentation dinner 
• Presentation too long - prizes though good anyway 
• The days of the radio station support commentary & build further off 

course excitement 

Facilities
• Grass rigging areas
• Padded racks for Board storage. The racks don't have much give, and 

with so many boards, caused damage. 
• Parking and board storage was a bit challenging especially on the 

really hot days
• Shade
• Storage of gear 
• Storage space
• The PA system at the club didn't cover the whole rigging area and 

sometimes messages were hard to hear
• PA system (louder)
• Wash down facilities were tight (but everyone managed) perhaps 

security at night so we could leave rigs on beach? But extra expense.. 
• Would be good to have on venue camping, or space for camper vans 

or cars with roof tents

Racing – Open / General
• At the marathon a boat for the back of the fleet 
• Baring 15-25 knots every day, not much, its going to be hard to beat
• Clearer on-water sign in/ sign off.
• Could we consider 3 minute start sequence ? 
• Start sequence 3 (not 5) minutes.
• General recall fleets start after next fleet after start sequence - so if heavies have g 

recall - they go after lights 
• have separate finishing boat to minimise time between starts 
• In course racing with split starts if there is a general  recall of the 1st start that division 

should wait for the other division to start.
• It is hard but I find it a bit frustrating for lights and mediums to always follow in the 

dirty air of the heavies
• It is probably a resource thing and I was a bit worn out anyway but a few people 

thought maybe you could have squeezed in 2 extra course races for the HW/SHW while 
the light guys did slalom and the LW.MW  while the others did slalom, but it just an 
idea someone floated in idle conversation due to fear of trying to squeeze it in after the 
marathon

• It would be good to see freestyle included in over all result to encourage more 
participation 

• Less competitors on start line, 
• Marathon along the coast line. Not just a big course race.
• Maybe two courses for the slalom
• More course racing
• Needs to be quick between race 
• Only issue was warning signal being faint. Overall first class and winning formula
• Pin end flag to be replaced with a starting buoy - it is too hard to see from top mark
• Prequalify freestyle to top 10 on afternoon before event so that only 10 freestyle 

finalists compete
• Probably having 4 starts or at least the light/mediums going first. Its a bitch sailing 

through the super heavies
• Slalom infringements management needs a re-think
• Some Gate starts
• Sound signals on start boat were hard to hear
• Triangle courses not as much fun as Windward returns with gates at each end or the P  

“Shifting the pin end of the start line to suit prevalent wind 
conditions for each race. By and large it was well done, but 
sometimes it was blatantly obvious the pin need shifting to even 
out the field”
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Racing – Cruiser
• As a Cruiser I probably would have liked to have seen a separate start for this division if possible
• Consideration of inner top mark for cruisers if resources permit
• Cruiser's slalom should not be held when there’s no wind.
• Cruisers having their own start
• Start the cruisers at the end



Final Comments & Ideas



Final Ideas / Suggestions / Feedback
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• Great work and thanks to the organisers and volunteers!  Top event!
• I felt the Nationals were very well run- congratulations on a great event.
• I loved the event... particularly Nicks involvement/commitment and the organisation of the race committee.
• I would like an ancient mariners division for competitors over the age of seventy
• Kids sized merchandise - eg Hat sizes - get 'em representing.
• Let’s get a major sponsor on board. 
• Live broadcast from local radio station?  Council local gov support.  Firework’s 
• All the work that went into making the event such a success prior and during the event was amazing. Behind the scenes organisation, front desk registration, 

commentating the freestyle slalom and then successfully competing. Well done to Nick and PYC support team.
• Possibility of on-site massage.
• Should have some races where pumping is not allowed.
• Thank you for a great regatta!
• Thanks for a great & memorable regatta ! 
• Thanks to all involved. Great event
• Thanks very much to all the sponsors and supporters.
• Thankyou to Nick and Paul in particular and Parkdale volunteers for a sensational event 
• The commitment and hard work by the committee and supporters highlight just how special the class is to be a part of. 
• I would like to see downtime on water reduced - shorter start sequences, separate finishing boat to free up the start area to allow rolling starts for whatever fleet is 

available - appreciate that some clubs may not have resources but for Nationals it would be beneficial if available 

“To get women into the sport there should be a 
women's only event in days before the nationals. 
Could run clinics and small races to gain 
confidence then they will feel ready for the 
nationals. If the women enjoy it they will develop 
a social group where they want to return to the 
nationals each year, the same as then men 
currently do to see old friends. My partner 
wouldn't normally enter the nationals but I think I 
could get her to if there was a women's clinic 
leading up to the event.”

“Had a great time. Loved the passion of the 
organisers and hosts. Did a great job, any 
suggestions for improvement hard to answer”

• Amazing event
• Amazingly run event. Mighty effort by those involved
• An absolutely Amazing event   Well done PYC team  Hard to beat.
• Best regatta I've ever attended.  Well done PYC.
• Big thanks to the Committee (and especially the Pres) - events like this don't just run that smoothly without a 

massive amount of work, so well done, and thank you.      It was one of the best, if not the best, Windsurfer 
Nationals I have attended.

• Big thankyou to NRB, Justin, Bob Ford, Lachlan and the Windsurfing Community, fantastic event. 
• Can't thank the organisers enough. Utterly professional,  yet so friendly.  A better rigging area would be good,  

but Parkdale is the home of windsurfers. Parkdale also appeared to be the best place on the bay for wind in 
this unusual regatta. 

• Fantastic event
• Great job by all involved
• Great organisation all round. I'm from BSYC and we thought we did a good job but you guys excelled. 

Q: Any other ideas, suggestions, feedback you would like to add? n=35

“Well done team great event loved every minute 
of it and thank you once again.” 

“Tracking - could we consider using technology to 
track competitors - could be great after race to 
view.  Also could assist with results.” 
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“This event was such a credit to 
Parkdale Yacht Club, its Commodore, 
it volunteers and its race committee.  

Absolutely world class!  
Well done all.” 

Competitor feedback
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Sponsor & Supporter Feedback
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What can I say. You guys are absolutely text book in your execution of your events and in looking after your sponsors.

Just fantastic and greatly appreciated by me and the Team, so thank you very much for all your support 
and we are equally really thrilled to be able to support the Windsurfers in Australia.

Thanks also for those great shots. 
I will do some social media on it shortly, but I am glad that we are starting to have a nice impact on the class.

Count us in for our continued involvement.

Anthony - Owner

2022 Nationals – Post Event Survey – February 2022

It is a credit to you and the WCA team to pull off such an amazing event during 
these challenging times.

We really appreciate your continued promotion and support of Surflogic and look 
forward to continuing our partnership with the Windsurfer Class.

Will keep in touch over the coming months and work on a refined approach for 
next season.

Brad & Amanda - Founders

We are happy to support you guys at anytime as you’re super local! 

Event looked fantastic and the photos are great, thanks for the shoutouts to! 

Definitely gotta come down for a windsurf sometime! 

If you ever need help with anything please let me know we are happy to help.

Pat – CEO/Founder
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Q: At this stage, how likely are you to attend the following events: n=76

8%
20%

42%

23%

7%

Definitely
going

Most likely
going

50/50 Most likely
not going

Definitely not
going

39% 43%

19%

0% 0%

Definitely
going

Most likely
going

50/50 Most likely
not going

Definitely not
going

14% 15% 15%
30% 26%

Definitely
going

Most likely
going

50/50 Most likely
not going

Definitely not
going

Timing Preference

There is strong forward interest amongst the fleet in attending future Class events.

Robust fleet sizes can be expected for the 2nd Mid-Winter championships in June 2022 and a substantial Australian 
contingent is indicating their interest in the 2022 World Championships.

Expect a big turnout for the 45th Nationals in Queensland based on forward intentions - with the ‘traditional’ timing 
around Australia Day preferred & strongest support to explore Sunshine Coast venues in particular Lake Cootharaba...

Location Preference

68%

17% 15%

Australia Day weekend
(26-29 January 2023)

Easter weekend
(7-10 April 2023)

Other Date

72%
43%

21% 6%

Sunshine Coast near Noosa
(eg. Lake Cootharaba)

Sunshine Coast
(eg. Mooloolaba)

Brisbane
(eg. RQ - Moreton Bay)

Other venue
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